I. INTRODUCTION
Salmon are the iconic natural resource of the Pacific Northwest, a region that Tim Egan once memorably described as "anywhere a salmon can get to."
1 The Northwest's salmon runs, which have been at the center of native culture and subsistence for centuries, were the subject of 19 th century treaties that facilitated non-native settlement of the region and became a fulcrum in the development of the Northwest's economy in the last century-and-a-half. Today, they have become widely recognized as a barometer of the health of aquatic ecosystems. 2 claims that the listing of several stocks of Pacific salmon during the last two decades has led to spending billions of dollars on recovery efforts, despite making no discernable effect on the fact that salmon have fully lost 40 percent of their historic range.
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This review of Lichatowich's book first discusses the adverse effects of salmon hatcheries on wild stocks of salmon, including various forms of artificial production like ocean ranching, net penning, and supplementation hatcheries. It then assesses Lichatowich's criticism of what he considers to be bureaucratic fragmentation, and suggests that he employs a too-narrow interpretation of the real governmental fragmentation that threatens recovery of wild salmon because his focus is almost exclusively on fishery agencies, especially those on the state level. Third, it asserts that, although Lichatowich's recipe for hatchery reforms seems sound, it somewhat ambivalently endorses supplementation projects without much explanation of their costs and benefits. Finally, the review claims that Lichatowich's criticisms of the "industrial model" of fish production, 6 while well taken, might have resonated more forcefully had he elaborated on just how inconsistent that model is with the ecological principles championed by the father of modern ecology, Aldo Leopold.
II. BACKGROUND
The Lichatowich book suggests that the vast amount of money devoted to salmon recovery has been, at least in some substantial part, poorly spent. Lichatowich mounts a sustained attack against what he calls "fish factories," otherwise known as salmon hatcheries, and their effects on salmon management. 7 A highly respected salmon biologist, Lichatowich co-authored a seminal 1991 article, Pacific Salmon at the Crossroads, 8 which signaled the advent of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) era for Pacific salmon. 9 In his new book, Lichatowich indicts salmon hatcheries for being the center of a flawed conceptual foundation for salmon management, which has sacrificed salmon habitat for what he calls a "simplified industrial production system."
10 That system has traded away habitat for hatcheries, countenanced widespread overharvesting, largely ignored adverse effects on wild salmon, and lost sight of the salmon's essential attachment to place.
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Lichatowich's powerful brief against contemporary salmon management is captured in his recounting of a phone conversation with a Puget Sound salmon manager-occurring around the time of the publication of his Crossroads article. The manager objected to the fact that a draft of the article placed some coho salmon populations on a list of those in danger of extinction. He objected, not because the populations were healthy, but because protecting them would interfere with harvests of abundant hatchery-produced fish that intermingled with the depleted wild stocks in the ocean. The manager wanted to avoid the "waste" of hatchery-fish harvests that he feared the Crossroads article-and the consequent ESA listings-might produce. 12 This revelation led to an epiphany for Lichatowich concerning the Faustian bargain salmon managers have historically made with fish factories. This bargain has deflected attention from the immense habitat damage inflicted by federal and federally licensed dams 13 (although Lichatowich is not quite as clear as he could have been about the habitat damage due to dams).
III. LICHATOWICH'S SEARCH FOR SALMON RECOVERY
This review discusses (1) Lichatowich's views on the adverse effects on hatcheries on wild stocks of salmon; (2) his criticism of what he calls bureaucratic fragmentation; (3) his proposed reforms; and (4) the inconsistency of widespread reliance on salmon hatcheries with the ecological principles of Aldo Leopold.
A. The Adverse Effects of Hatcheries on Wild Salmon
Lichatowich criticizes "simplified industrial production" as the root cause of traditional hatcheries, ocean ranching, net penning of salmon, and "supplementation" projects. Ocean ranching, which is the process of harvesting eggs from indigenous salmon to be fertilized and cultured in a hatchery, rose in the 1970s only to die a couple of decades later, due to a flawed assumption that the limiting factor in salmon production was a vacant ocean habitat. Net penning of salmon, which Lichatowich calls "feedlot aquaculture," is still going strong in British Columbia and Washington, with some thirty operations in existence in 2003. Finally, "supplementation" projects ostensibly attempt to increase salmon runs in the future. 14 Concerning "supplementation" projects, a strategy embraced by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council (Council) and several Columbia Basin tribes, 15 Lichatowich appears somewhat ambivalent. He suggests the supplementation projects' good intention to integrate artificial production with ecosystem sensitivity cannot succeed without considerable changes in harvest and habitat management, including dam operations. 16 However, he does not indict supplementation projects to the extent he does the "industrial production" hatcheries, a distinction that may well be justified, but the reasons for which are not expressly contained in the book.
According to Lichatowich, the basic problem of modern salmon management is the lack of a sound conceptual foundation, a criticism that echoes the critique levied by the Council's Return to the River: Restoring Salmon to the Columbia River. 17 This shortcoming is due largely to a failure of salmon managers to observe a sense of place, 18 which is ironic because salmon's chief characteristic-and what makes the resource an iconic one-is fidelity to place, which is a characteristic that has captured the public's imagination.
The Council's now 30-year old effort to restore the Columbia Basin runs has been a large-scale disappointment, whose effect has been largely eclipsed by a court-supervised biological opinion under the ESA. 19 Lichatowich does not focus specifically on the Council's program, although he does criticize its goal of doubling Columbia River run sizes for failing to focus on wild fish and their habitats. 20 Moreover, doubling run sizes would appear as a far less impressive goal if the public recognized it would achieve only a 30-50 percent restoration of historic runs. 21 Lichatowich also does not carefully examine the effect of the ESA's supplanting of the Council's program as the chief restoration effort, although he refers to the "flimsy" nature of ESA protection. 22 He notes that the ESA listings resulted in a great deal of funding for salmon restoration, 23 but the inference is that money has been mostly wasted on hatcheries and other artificial production efforts, which are harmful to wild stocks.
Lichatowich claims that reliance on hatcheries to sustain harvest levels, which he refers to as the Walmart/Costco approach to salmon reproduction, 24 has allowed salmon managers to substitute the promise of artificial propagation for salmon spawning. 25 The result is public financing of hatcheries at the expense of wild stocks, causing both habitat and genetic loss for the stocks. Further, Lichatowich explains how managers habitually establish high harvest rates to avoid "waste" of salmon when too many hatchery fish return to the hatchery. 26 When this happens, mixed stock fisheries are overharvested in an effort to ensure that hatchery fish are not overharvested. As a result, the increased use of mixed stock fisheries has depleted wild stocks.
Lichatowich discusses the relationship between hatchery production and its pernicious effects on harvest managers, 27 but this is hardly a novel observation. 28 He questions why managers persist in maintaining high harvest levels despite predictable adverse effects on wild stocks. 29 theory. According to this theory, well-organized interest groups with both short term economic agendas and economies that are linked to commercial and recreational salmon harvest -such as coastal communities and recreational sport fishers -are repeat players heavily invested in salmon harvest management and consistently prevail over unorganized majorities. 30 When these heavily invested repeat players prevail, wild stocks suffer the consequences.
A particular source of the book's concern is the fate of Oregon's wild fish policy, which was promulgated in 1978. According to Lichatowich, the policy was flawed from the outset 31 because it included directives to both protect and "propagate" salmon, which Lichatowich considers an oxymoron-the propagation of hatchery fish is inimical to the protection of wild fish. 32 Interestingly, in early 2014, the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife designated certain coastal streams for exclusive wild production, restricting hatchery releases to other streams, which would become havens for hatchery fish.
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Lichatowich briefly mentions the Alsea Valley Alliance case, which for a brief time threatened to undermine ESA salmon listings by enjoining the National Marine Fisheries Service's (NMFS's) approach to listing only wild salmon stocks, excluding hatchery fish. 34 However, this case was not as significant as Lichatowich claims. Lichatowich considers the lawsuit to be an effort "to prevent change in the salmon story," and he blames an initial NMFS response to the case on the George W. Bush Administration's attempt to undermine salmon science. 35 But the eventual response to the decision was not as dire as many feared. The revised policy reinforced the ESA's preference for wild fish protection, but allowed the NMFS to protect hatchery fish, where necessary, to conserve natural self-sustaining salmon populations, after taking into account abundance, productivity, genetic diversity, and spatial distribution. 36 The decision also survived judicial review.
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As Lichatowich explains, adverse effects of fish factories on wild salmon include genetic drift, overharvesting due to so-called mixed stock fisheries, 38 and a willingness of fish managers to trade loss of habitat for additional hatchery production. Lichatowich confesses that while he once thought of hatcheries as "neutral tools" of salmon recovery, he now understands that their costs far exceed their benefits. 39 Given this realization, some of his prescriptions seem a bit tepid.
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B. Bureaucratic Fragmentation
One other shortcoming of the book concerns its repeated allegation that salmon management suffers from bureaucratic fragmentation. 41 Lichatowich focuses his criticism on fragmentation among and within fish agencies, but in truth the fragmentation is much more pernicious and widespread. There is no doubt that immense migration of salmon provides the ultimate challenge to regulatory jurisdiction. For example, the Northwest Power Planning and Conservation Council, an interstate compact agency with four Columbia Basin member states, has no control over ocean harvests (or, for that matter, in-state harvests), no control over habitat-damaging dam operations, and no direct control over hatchery operations. 42 Therefore, regulatory fragmentation is endemic to the salmon management problem.
A key contributor to the fragmentation that bedevils salmon management in the Columbia Basin is that fish managers lack any control over the habitat-damaging activities of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). The BPA is a federal agency that effectively 44 but noting only that the flows "caused a political backlash and attempts to eliminate the entire program." 45 However, at least in the Columbia Basin, the ESA has not produced substantially increased flows, and environmentalists have been unable to convince the reviewing court to order them. 46 What Lichatowich most likely meant was that that spills of water from mainstream dams have been quite controversial because they are expensive, reducing the value of federal hydropower sales. 47 However, they have proved to be quite effective in lowering juvenile salmon mortality at dam sites, and spills have occurred only due to federal district judge James Redden's interpretation of the ESA-and his persistence in enforcing orders against BPA and allied federal agencies. 48 This essential role of the federal court escaped the attention of the book.
Despite that important oversight, Lichatowich has written an important book. Among its noteworthy contributions is an indictment of the Northwest Power and Conservation Council's goal of doubling current run sizes. 49 As Lichatowich points out, doubling salmon runs without attention to wild stocks is "inane"; 50 moreover doubling current run sizes assumes current salmon populations is the relevant baseline to measure success. As the book demonstrates, this baseline is hardly 47. Lichatowich, supra note 1, at 54 (mentioning that BPA's proposal to decrease spills to save an alleged $47 million doesn't elaborate, suggesting only that the agency offered to use some of the saved money on hatchery improvements, and that the offer was judicially rejected).
48. relevant; a better baseline would be historic abundance, so the public would know the historic context of the loss of salmon runs.
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C. Proposed Reforms
The book calls for changes in the management of salmon hatcheries-indicting the current salmon hatchery system and suggesting a recipe for hatchery reforms, which includes a prohibition on transferring salmon eggs out-of-basin and treating hatcheries as untested experiments. 52 However, it does not advocate wholesale elimination of the technology that has proved so costly to wild salmon runs. Although he does not quite say so, Lichatowich may endorse a distinction between salmon hatcheries whose goal is to preserve harvests and those aimed at restoring historic runs.
Lichatowich's most arresting recommendation concerns his proposed system of salmon refuges, which would coincidentally restrict their operation through establishment of a series of salmon refuges. These refuges would not only serve to zone out hatcheries, but they would also cause a considerable revamping of harvest management, perhaps redirecting fishing efforts closer to rivers to reduce mixed-stock harvests. Lichatowich provides a glimpse of what the salmon refuge could look like in one of his "side channels." 53 This consists of a small commercial fishery, a sports fishery for locals, and a sports fishery for non-locals (controlled by lottery). 54 This world stands in stark contrast to another "side channel," which depicts a sterile river in which Pacific salmon have been largely excluded to facilitate commercial water sales to southern California and Arizona-river flows no longer reach the ocean, and "everything is in private ownership," largely to foreign corporations. 55 Nonetheless, it is not quite clear from the book what effect establishing a salmon refuge would have outside the refuges on upstream projects, such as dam operations. Also included among the book's proposed reforms are setting "ecologically relevant escapement targets," 56 which would avoid overharvesting wild stocks. These targets would ensure that there would be sufficient spawning salmon to cure "nutrient deficits"; that is, spawning required to supply the food webs of salmon ecosystems.
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Lichatowich advocates for increased monitoring and assessment 58 because a prerequisite to intelligent reform is an accurate understanding of the status quo. He also welcomes the increasing use of watershed councils as a means to restore a sense of place to salmon management. 59 However, his endorsement of the consensus-based approach of Oregon Governor John Kitzabher-an avowed salmon advocate-is curious. Lichatowich's frequent criticism is of bureaucratic fragmentation, 60 and consensus decision-making seems assured to provide many vetoes over any changes to the status quo, which is the very thing Lichatowich strongly criticizes throughout the book. In fact, consensus management, coupled with the salmon's immense migrations, is a chief reason for many of the problems the book justifiably criticizes. One does not have to endorse a salmon expert 61 to recognize that requiring consensus is not a recipe for salmon restoration.
Among the most persuasive of Lichatowich's suggestions is that, given all the failures of salmon restoration measures that date back over a century, salmon managers must learn from history's failures. 62 Learning from past mistakes would be the first step in finally developing a viable salmon recovery plan. Perhaps the chief lesson for the future is that fish biology majors need to master history courses as well as science courses.
D. Inconsistency with the Ecological Principles of Aldo Leopold
Another lesson that Lichatowich attempts to draw concerns the inconsistency of the industrial production approach to salmon management with the philosophy espoused by the father of modern ecology, Aldo Leopold. 63 Leopold espoused his now famous "land 56. Lichatowich, supra note 1, at 167 (defining escapement as the number of fish that survive all sources of mortality and successfully spawn ethic," which argued for an expanded definition of community to include ecological function a half-century before ecology became a byword of the environmental movement. Lichatowich suggests that learning Leopold's lessons would help the public to understand the idea of natural resources as gifts, 64 something that was, and is, intrinsic to the native approach to salmon.
Lichatowich's book should have explained Leopold in greater detail to his audience. 65 If fishery managers had taken seriously his admonition that land as a community, including dependent animals, is the basic concept of ecology, then salmon might have been less susceptible to the industrial production model. However, the industrial model has dominated salmon management since Leopold's untimely death in 1948, the year Congress authorized the Lower Columbia Fishery Development Program. 66 Leopold famously wrote that "[a] thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise." 67 If that admonition were taken seriously, salmon hatcheries would have faced a considerable burden of proof that might well have prevented their unfortunate proliferation in the years after Leopold's posthumous publication of A Sand County Almanac in 1949. 68 
IV. CONCLUSION
In the end, some of the criticisms in this review are perhaps aimed at a book that Lichatowich did not write or intend to write. His concern that salmon management needs a new conceptual foundation is well treaty rights entitled them to 50 percent of salmon harvests). But of course the Boldt Decision did nothing to prevent the adverse effects of hatchery fish on wild salmon, and it probably encouraged more hatcheries to satisfy the increased demand that recognition of treaty rights produced.
